CAP funds new public roads and renewable energy solutions in Poland [1]
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CAP funds new public roads and renewable energy solutions in Poland.
**District Dairy Cooperative in Czarnków - Investing in added value** [2]
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CAP funds finance dairy development and product diversification in Poland.
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New advisory services help modernise Madrid’s regional agricultural sector.
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CAP-funded forestry consulting in Germany’s eastern Brandenburg.

**Modernization of the agricultural enterprise KLAS** [5]
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An organic farm used investment support from the Slovakian Rural Development Programme to
modernize its facilities in order to improve animal welfare and increase production.
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A partnership between farms and a cooperative to modernise the production of dairy products and establish their own short supply chain.
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A cooperation project to develop an innovative, area-specific model of nature conservation advisory services.

Larvae breeding for feed production for fish, poultry and pig
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An EIP operational group investigated the use of insect larvae in fish, chicken, and pig feed as an environmentally friendly substitute for imported soy and fishmeal.

A young farmer modernised his family’s farm located in a
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CAP funds for a young farmer support rural revitalisation in the Slovenian mountains

Pedal on the railroad! A new active tourism product in Zilaiskalns
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Cultural heritage and leisure activities in Latvia revitalise a small rural community